Key PointsAutomated long‐term EEG analysis localizes the epileptogenic zone with high sensitivity and specificityAutomated EEG spike detection corresponded with the reported interictal findingsThe most occurring type of spikes localized significantly closer to the resection compared to the second most occurring onesLocalization of the spike cluster with most detected events at the peak time was a predictor of favorable outcome

 {#epi412066-sec-0006}

In patients with drug‐resistant epilepsy, the aim of the presurgical evaluation is to identify the epileptogenic zone (EZ) on the basis of a combination of functional and anatomical imaging: video‐electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring, structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), interictal positron emission tomography (PET), ictal single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and neurophysiological testing.[1](#epi412066-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The results of all performed investigations are combined to delineate the EZ prior to surgery. Correct delineation of the EZ is crucial for postsurgical outcome but remains a challenge using noninvasive techniques.[2](#epi412066-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

EEG/MEG source imaging (ESI/MSI) analysis techniques allow providers to reconstruct the underlying brain activity based on recorded EEG and MEG signals[3](#epi412066-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and have been successfully used in epilepsy.[4](#epi412066-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} ESI of scored interictal spikes, recorded with a standard clinical EEG setup (approximately 21--32 electrodes) and using a patient‐specific head model, has a sensitivity of 64% and specificity of 54% to localize the EZ.[5](#epi412066-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The same study shows that ESI of marked spikes recorded with high‐density EEG increases the sensitivity to 84% and the specificity to 88%. Furthermore, in a follow‐up study it has been shown that patients with concordant structural MRI and high‐density ESI have a 92.3% (n = 24/26) probability of favorable outcome.[6](#epi412066-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} MSI of the epileptic spikes was concordant with the resection, in the same lobe, in 54--80% of the patients.[7](#epi412066-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These findings were confirmed in a later study in 62 patients, where MSI had a sensitivity of 55% and a positive predictive value of 78%.[8](#epi412066-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}

Despite these encouraging results, ESI/MSI is part of the presurgical evaluation in only a limited number of epilepsy centers worldwide. A survey in the E‐PILEPSY consortium (<http://www.e-pilepsy.eu/>) showed that only 12 out of 25 centers perform electromagnetic source imaging.[9](#epi412066-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} ESI is performed in 9 centers, and MSI is performed in 7 epilepsy centers. Of these epilepsy centers, 4 perform both ESI and MSI. All centers have their specific analysis strategy to localize the interictal spikes. Many different forward head models are used to perform ESI: spherical, multispherical, ellipsoid, and realistic, based either on a template MRI or on the patient\'s specific MRI. The inverse methods most commonly used are single dipole estimation, LORETA,[10](#epi412066-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} eLORETA,[11](#epi412066-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} sLORETA,[12](#epi412066-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} LAURA,[13](#epi412066-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} or MUSIC.[14](#epi412066-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Each center has its own method of choice, mostly depending on working habit with the specific method.

The diversity of applied methods indicates that there is a lack of a standardized method to analyze the EEG and to perform ESI of interictal spikes. Automated EEG analysis would ensure reproducibility of the results and would allow epilepsy centers that do not have ESI/MSI expertise to incorporate this noninvasive technique in the presurgical evaluation without the need to acquire specific complex technical expertise and dedicated software.

We have designed a method to perform automated EEG analysis to localize the EZ. In the long‐term EEG recordings, spikes are automatically detected and clustered. Subsequent automated ESI based on a realistic head model constructed from the patient\'s individual T1‐MRI localizes the source of the spike clusters. In this study, the performance of this method to localize the EZ was investigated in 32 operated patients.

Methods {#epi412066-sec-0007}
=======

Patients {#epi412066-sec-0008}
--------

Twenty‐three patients from Ghent University Hospital (PAT 1--23) and 9 from Geneva University Hospital (PAT 24--32) were included in the study. Inclusion criteria were: (1) patients who underwent presurgical evaluation and for whom long‐term video‐EEG monitoring data were available, (2) patients who received a one‐time resective epilepsy surgery, (3) availability of structural MRI before and after resection, (4) follow‐up of minimum 1 year postoperatively, and (5) patients who gave informed consent. From Ghent University Hospital all patients who had resective surgery after 2010 and met the inclusion criteria were included in this study. From Geneva University Hospital all patients from the previous study Birot et al.[15](#epi412066-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} were included if they had video‐EEG monitoring at Geneva University Hospital and met the inclusion criteria. Collected patients\' characteristics are described in Table [1](#epi412066-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

###### 

Patient details

  PAT ID   Epilepsy type   Age at onset   Age at surgery   Video/EEG monitoring date                      EEG duration   Interictal EEG findings                        Ictal onset discharges              Surgery type                          Resec vol (cm3)   Follow‐up           Engel class
  -------- --------------- -------------- ---------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------- -------------
  1        RFLE            8              30               5/05/2011--5/10/2011                           60:00          Bilateral slow sharp waves                     RF                                  R F & opercular topectomy             6.8               4 years             I
  2        RTLE            5              48               9/1/2010--9/7/2010                             53:55          RFT sharp waves                                RFT                                 R SAH                                 21.4              3 years             I
  3        RTLE            6              33               6/2/2011--6/9/2011                             63:00          RFT IED                                        R                                   R SAH                                 5.9               3 years             I
  4        RTLE            15             22               11/22/2010--11/30/2010                         83:13          RFT IED                                        RFT                                 R SAH                                 6.3               3 years             I
  5        RTLE            18             55               5/12/2011--5/19/2011                           57:00          RFT IED and sharp waves                        RFT‐infT and centroPT (1 seizure)   R SAH + RT topectomy                  21.2              2 years 9 months    I
  6        LTLE            20             23               1/2/2012--1/6/2012                             39:00          No IED                                         L                                   L mT (incl prepontine) lesionectomy   1.2               2 years 4 months    IV
  7        RTLE            20             35               9/10/2011--9/17/2011                           83:13          RFT IED                                        Bilateral                           R basoT lesionectomy                  1.3               1 year 6 months     I
  8        RTLE            12             27               6/25/2012--7/2/2012                            77:13          RFT IED and irregular slow waves               Bilateral and RFT                   R SAH                                 1.9               2 year 5 months     I
  9        RTLE            15             36               1/24/2012--1/31/2012                           83:13          R slow waves and sharp waves                   Bilateral and RF                    R 2/3 T lobectomy                     14.6              2 year 1 month      IV
  10       LOLE            48             49               3/21/2013--3/28/2013                           83:13          LF IED and LFT sharp waves                     LPO and LT                          L O lesionectomy                      3.3               2 year 1 month      I
  11       LTLE            19             54               1/30/2013--2/6/2013                            21:44          LFT IED and RT IED                             LT                                  L SAH                                 4.7               1 year 9 months     I
  12       LTLE            18             28               2/12/2013--2/19/2013                           72:49          LFT IED                                        L and bilateral (1 seizure)         L 2/3 T lobectomy + lesionectomy      41.3              1 year 8 months     I
  13       RTLE            24             50               1/30/2013--2/6/2013 and 3/17/2013--3/24/2013   83:13          RFT IED                                        RFT                                 R SAH                                 4.8               1 year              I
  14       RTLE            24             26               4/28/2009--5/2/2009                            26:31          RFT IED                                        Bilateral FT                        R 2/3 T lobectomy                     48.3              5 year 5 months     I
  15       LTLE            31             36               10/12/2009--10/17/2009                         24:20          LFT IED                                        LFT                                 LT lesionectomy                       2.6               4 year 8 months     I
  16       LTLE            40             49               1/21/2008--1/27/2008                           0:33           LFT IED and slow sharp waves                   LFT                                 L 2/3 T lobectomy + basoT topectomy   34.6              3 years 11 months   I
  17       RTLE            35             42               1/11/2010--1/15/2010                           16:35          RFT IED and slow waves                         RFT                                 R SAH                                 3.6               2 year 2 months     I
  18       LTLE            36             40               12/15/2008--12/20/2008                         41:31          No IED                                         LFT                                 L SAH                                 6.7               4 years             I
  19       RTLE            16             55               11/30/2009--12/4/2009                          8:26           RFT IED                                        Muscle artefact                     R subinsular lesionectomy             5.9               4 years             II
  20       RTLE            4              18               11/2/2009--11/5/2009                           24:06          RFT IED                                        R                                   R SAH                                 3.8               4 years             I
  21       LFTLE           4              11               2/22/2010--2/26/2010                           90:50          L slow sharp waves                             None                                L FT and insular corticectomy         14.0              1 year 10 months    I
  22       LTOLE           7              16               10/8/2012--10/10/2012                          62:10          LFT IED                                        LTP                                 L O and Hipp lesionectomy             13.1              2 year 9 months     II
  23       LTLE            31             43               10/1/2007--10/7/2007                           1:29           LFT slow and sharp waves                       L                                   L SAH                                 4.2               1 year              I
  24       LPLE            3              9                1/5/2004--1/9/2004                             8:54           CP slow and sharp waves                        LCP                                 L P corticectomy                      8.2               10 years            IV
  25       RTLE            11             16               1/26/2009--1/30/2009                           1:55           RT IED                                         RT                                  R 2/3 T lobectomy                     27.2              5 years             I
  26       LFLE            1              12               2/16/2009--2/20/2009                           4:53           LCP IED                                        L FC                                L F and C lesionectomy                25.8              5 years             I
  27       LTLE            1              11               3/25/2008--4/3/2008                            5:39           Bilateral FT IED and LT slow waves             LFT                                 L 2/3 T lobectomy excl. AH            32.9              8 years             I
  28       RPTLE           8              11               2/5/2007--2/13/2007                            8:25           RPO IED and bilateral FT IED                   RPO                                 R T & P lobectomy                     51.9              4 years             III
  29       LTLE            1              12               5/31/2010--6/4/2010                            3:49           Multifocal L IED                               LFC                                 L T lobectomy                         57.3              4 years             I
  30       RTLE            9              32               11/9/2009--11/13/2009                          12:37          RT IED                                         LPO                                 R SAH                                 9.5               7 years             I
  31       LTLE            13             34               10/15/2006--10/25/2006                         3:41           LT IED                                         LT                                  L SAH                                 5.2               10 years            II
  32       LTLE            8              18               7/11/2011--7/16/2011                           7:30           Bilateral T IED, LTP bursts, and spike waves   LTP                                 L 2/3 T lobectomy                     33.7              5 years             II

C, central; excl. AH, excluding amygdala and hippocampus; F, frontal; hipp, hippocampal; IED, interictal epileptiform discharge; incl, including; inf, inferior; L, left; LE, lobe epilepsy; O, occipital; P, parietal; R, right; SAH, selective amygdalohippocampectomy; T, temporal.
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EEG acquisition {#epi412066-sec-0009}
---------------

The patients recruited from Ghent University Hospital underwent long‐term video‐EEG monitoring recorded with 27 electrodes. The 27‐electrode setup consisted of 19 electrodes placed according to the international 10--20 system plus 8 additional electrodes: Fpz, Oz, T9, T10, TP9, TP10, and zygomatic electrodes T1 and T2 (as depicted in the left panel of Fig. [S1](#epi412066-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). EEG was recorded using the Micromed system (Micromed Europe, Treviso, Italy) with a sampling rate of 256 Hz during 3 to 7 days.

The 9 patients from the University Hospital of Geneva had long‐term video‐EEG monitoring acquired with 31 electrodes. These were the 19 electrode of the 10--20 system plus 12 additional electrodes FC1, FC2, FC5, FC6, CP1, CP2, CP5, CP6, TP9, TP10, and electrodes T1 and T2 on the cheek (as depicted in the right panel of Fig. [S1](#epi412066-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The EEG was recorded with the Deltamed system (Natus Medical, Pleasanton, CA, U.S.A.) with a sampling rate of 256 Hz.

Automated detection of spikes and subsequent EEG source imaging {#epi412066-sec-0010}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The proposed method, Epilog PreOp (Epilog, Ghent, Belgium), consists of automatic spike detection followed by ESI of the different identified spike clusters, which contain detected spikes with similar morphology. The source localization is compared to the delineated resection area, and outcome measures to assess the performance of the method were calculated. The complete framework is shown in Fig. [1](#epi412066-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. In the next paragraphs we provide detailed information about the spike detection, ESI, and the outcome measures to evaluate the performance of the method.

![The proposed framework for automated EEG analysis of long‐term EEG recordings. From the long‐term EEG, the spikes are automatically detected using the Persyst P13 spike detector and averaged afterward. The T1‐weighted MRI is used to build a patient‐specific head model to perform ESI to localize the underlying source of the averaged spikes. The spike localization is compared to the resection delineated from the postoperative MRI. Given the surgical outcome of the patients, evaluation measures are computed.](EPI4-2-322-g001){#epi412066-fig-0001}

Spike detection {#epi412066-sec-0011}
---------------

All available EEG from the long‐term video‐EEG monitoring, that is, the EEG that was archived on the hospitals\' servers, was used in the analysis. In the EEG, spikes were automatically detected using Persyst Spike Detector P13 (Persyst, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.). The spikes were detected in all available EEGs of the patients, so also during spike bursts and ictal events, both clinical and subclinical. Single spikes with a spike probability indicating how likely the detected event is a genuine epileptiform event according to the Persyst Spike Detector P13 lower than 0.5 and those who had 1 or more bad channels were rejected. A channel was defined as bad when the standard deviation exceeded five times the median standard deviation of all channels during the considered spike. The remaining single spikes were averaged per type.

Next we joined spike clusters when the scalp topography was highly similar, meaning if the correlation of the scalp maps at the peak of the spikes exceeded 0.9. Two clusters, the first one consisting of the most frequently occurring and the other of the second‐most frequently occurring type of spikes, were selected for each patient. The events belonging to the same cluster were averaged in each patient and used for subsequent analysis. For each cluster we calculated the similarity measure that showed how the morphology of the individual spikes corresponds with that of the averaged spike. The similarity measure was calculated as the mean of correlation between the individual and the averaged spike in the 200‐ms interval around the peak of the averaged spike.

We performed two additional analyses to quantify the performance of the spike detection: (1) the detected spikes were scored by an expert electrophysiologist (KV) to confirm or deny whether the spike was a genuine interictal epileptiform discharge, and (2) the type of spike was compared to the type of interictal EEG findings mentioned in the clinical report of the patient\'s stay at the epilepsy monitoring unit written by the epileptologist. The results of the additional analyses did not influence further analysis, meaning that the results were not considered in the automated analysis pipeline.

EEG source imaging {#epi412066-sec-0012}
------------------

The sources of the detected spike clusters were estimated using EEG Source Imaging (see Data [S1](#epi412066-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). The distance from the ESI locations, that is, the source point with maximum activity, to the border of the resection, manually delineated based on a postoperative MRI, was computed: d~clus1_peak~, d~clus1_half~, d~clus2_peak~, and d~clus2_half~. We also calculated the resected volume in each patient. For each spike cluster we also computed the spreading measure that indicates how consistent the ESI of single spikes is. The spreading measure was calculated as the mean distance from the ESI location of the single spikes to the ESI location of the averaged spike. Here we only considered the 100 single spikes that had highest morphology correlation with the averaged spike.

We performed a two‐way repeated‐measures ANOVA in SPSS Statistics 23 to test the influence of spike occurrences (most frequent spike cluster 1 vs. less frequent spike cluster 2) and timing at which to perform ESI (peak vs. half‐rising time of the spike) on the distance to the resection in patients with favorable outcome (Engel Class 1).

Outcome measures {#epi412066-sec-0013}
----------------

On the basis of the calculated distances from the ESI location to the resection, the sensitivity, specificity, positive prediction value (PPV), negative prediction value (NPV), and diagnostic odds ratio (OR) of the described method to localize the EZ was assessed. A patient with Engel class I outcome with localization inside or outside the vicinity of the resection (within 10 mm) was considered a true positive (TP) or false negative (FN), respectively. Engels class II, III, and IV patients are considered false positives (FP) or true negatives (TN) if the localization was found inside or outside the vicinity of the resection, respectively. From the TN, TP, FN, and FP, we calculated the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and the diagnostic OR, which expresses the predictive power of a test.

The distance to the border of the resection was calculated and not the one to the center of the resection, because when a brain region is removed, it is not certain which part of it corresponded to the EZ. If the patient is seizure free after surgery, one can assume that the EZ was included in the resection, but it remains uncertain whether the middle part was more epileptogenic compared to the removed border parts. For this reason we choose to calculate the distance to the border instead of to the centroid of the resection volume.

The above introduced evaluation measures were calculated for each of the 4 following groups: spike cluster 1 at peak and half‐rising time, spike cluster 2 at peak and half‐rising time. We did not take the scoring of the spikes by the neurologist into account, meaning all spikes were included to calculate the outcome measures. Furthermore, we also calculated the outcome measures when simultaneously considering the results of the two spike clusters. This led to the two following groups: spike cluster 1+ spike cluster 2 at the peak and half‐rising time of the spike. Here, an Engel class I patient is considered a TP when one of the localizations was inside the resection. If both locations are outside the resection, the patient is considered a FN. For Engel classes II, III, and IV, a patient is a TN if both localizations are outside the resection and a FP when one or two of the localizations are inside the resection.

We performed logistic regression modeling in SPSS Statistics 23 to identify factors that were predictive for favorable outcome. The investigated independent factors were distance of the ESI solution to the closest resection margin of spike cluster 1 at the peak, number of detected events in cluster 1, the resection volume, the similarity measure, the spreading measure, and at which hospital the patient underwent the presurgical evaluation. Finally, we performed linear regression analysis to investigate factors that are predictive for the distance to the resection. The investigated independent factors here were the number of detected events in spike cluster 1, the scoring of the neurologist, the similarity measure, the spreading measure, at which hospital the patient was operated, and the resection volume.

Results {#epi412066-sec-0014}
=======

Detected spikes {#epi412066-sec-0015}
---------------

The duration of available EEGs used for analysis differed between hospitals: in Ghent the median duration of EEG recordings was 57 h, whereas in Geneva it was 6 h. The duration of the analyzed EEG epochs in all 32 patients is shown in Table [1](#epi412066-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}.

The type and the number of detected spikes are shown in Table [2](#epi412066-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} for all patients. The median number of detected spikes in the patients was 740 (42/h) and 192 (6/h) for spike clusters 1 and 2, respectively. For the patients recorded in Ghent, the median number of detected spikes was 1,783 (26/h) and 207 (4/h), while for those recorded in Geneva it was 539 (100/h) and 177 (42/h), for spike clusters 1 and 2, respectively.

###### 

The patient individual results of the automated EEG analysis

  Pat ID   Cluster 1   Cluster 2                                                                                                    
  -------- ----------- ----------- -------- ------- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- -------- ------ -------- ------- ----- ---- ---- ---- ----
  1        F8          F8          116      1.9     Yes   41   28   50   34   F7       F7     54       0.9     Yes   41   43   48   22
  2        F8‐T4       F8          77       1.4     Yes   0    0    62   18   --       --     --       --      --    --   --   --   --
  3        F8‐T4       TP10        25.137   399.0   Yes   0    2    69   12   F7       F7     16       0.3     No    51   26   43   47
  4        T4          T4          504      6.1     No    0    0    36   16   F8       F8     392      4.7     Yes   0    24   40   13
  5        F8‐Fp2      F8          1.968    34.5    Yes   0    1    60   15   T4‐T6    T4     340      6.0     Yes   2    4    56   15
  6        F8‐T4       O1          618      15.8    No    55   62   64   9    F7       O1     32       0.8     No    38   44   56   15
  7        T4‐F8       TP10        2.141    25.7    Yes   43   84   34   32   T5‐O1    FT9    207      2.5     No    66   82   33   38
  8        F8‐T4       F8          10.974   142.1   Yes   8    8    61   18   Fp2      FT10   60       0.8     Yes   18   8    63   44
  9        F8‐T4       F8          5.027    60.4    Yes   16   28   55   15   Fp2‐F4   Fp2    1.689    20.3    Yes   9    16   59   13
  10       T3          T3          637      7.7     Yes   57   91   41   25   F7       F7     395      4.7     Yes   69   78   37   20
  11       T3          T3          1.783    82.0    No    9    33   51   14   T5       T5     565      26.0    No    26   25   54   15
  12       F8‐T4       FT10        1.874    25.7    No    38   45   32   22   F7‐T3    F7     559      7.7     No    5    19   37   18
  13       F8          F8          4.638    55.7    Yes   9    13   38   16   T4       T4     562      6.8     Yes   13   55   34   26
  14       F8‐T4       F8          337      12.7    Yes   0    0    45   14   T3       T3     42       1.6     No    63   72   31   45
  15       F7‐T3       F7          2.781    114.3   Yes   9    15   49   22   F8‐T4    FT10   208      8.5     No    71   60   43   41
  16       T3          T3          2        3.6     Yes   0    24   84   10   --       --     --       --      --    --   --   --   --
  17       T6‐O2       T6          104      6.3     No    33   56   56   19   F7       F7     33       2.0     No    41   38   57   21
  18       T3‐F7       TP9         251      6.0     Yes   2    50   47   20   T4       T4     16       0.4     No    40   11   49   37
  19       F7          F7          7        0.8     No    66   51   46   33   Fp2      Fp2    6        0.7     No    44   26   48   26
  20       T4‐F8       T4          7.062    293.0   Yes   6    16   44   14   F4‐Fp2   F4     94       3.9     No    34   49   39   42
  21       C3‐F3       C3          49.553   545.5   Yes   13   15   52   9    F7       F7     40.786   449.0   Yes   3    10   56   9
  22       T3          T3          4.713    75.8    Yes   28   45   32   17   O1‐T5    O1     4.446    71.5    Yes   26   26   30   18
  23       F7‐T3       F7          73       49.2    Yes   10   6    50   26   F4       T9     4        2.7     Yes   0    26   55   36
  24       F7          F7          89       10.0    Yes   52   48   38   20   T7       F7     57       6.4     Yes   49   49   39   34
  25       T8          T8          67       35.0    Yes   0    58   30   36   F8       F8     31       16.2    Yes   0    0    45   32
  26       F7          F7          359      73.5    Yes   33   30   39   33   T7       T7     300      61.4    Yes   19   53   38   27
  27       T7‐F7       T7          1.215    215.0   Yes   0    2    34   19   F4‐Fz    F4     128      22.7    No    28   22   35   39
  28       P4          P4          843      100.2   Yes   27   25   24   47   Pz       Pz     412      49.0    Yes   16   17   32   33
  29       P7‐O1       P7          1.912    501.0   Yes   0    0    50   16   T7       T7     1.602    419.7   Yes   5    6    50   24
  30       T8‐F8       T8          370      29.3    Yes   2    13   38   25   F7       F7     177      14.0    No    35   45   45   22
  31       F7‐T7       F7          539      146.3   Yes   13   16   54   15   F4‐F3    Fz     155      42.1    No    44   39   42   40
  32       P7          P7          2.751    366.8   Yes   44   23   43   51   F7       F7     332      44.3    Yes   0    0    42   20

The first column shows the patient identification number. There are 2 large columns that show the results of spike cluster 1 and spike cluster 2. Each column has several subcolumns that show the following information: type = the type of detected spikes; max ampl = the maximum amplitude of the average spikes; \#detec = the number of detected single spikes of this type; \#detec/hour = number of detections per hour; scoring = the scoring of the neurologist (yes means genuine spike, no means not a spike); peak (mm)  = distance to the resection at the peak of the spike; half (mm)  = distance to the resection at the half‐rising phase of the spike; sim (%) = similarity measure of the spike; spread (mm)  = spread measure of the spike.
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In Fig. [S2](#epi412066-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} the detected spike clusters in 10 patients are shown as an example. Patients 2, 5, and 6 have right frontotemporal spikes; Patients 15, 18, and 27 have left frontotemporal spikes. The expert electrophysiologists indicated that 84% of detected spikes of cluster 1 resembled genuine epileptiform interictal activity. For example, spike cluster 1 was scored as not being genuine epileptiform activity in Patients 11 and 17, whereas in all others patients in Fig. [S2](#epi412066-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} it was regarded as a genuine epileptic spike.

In 28 of the 32 patients, the detected spikes were concordant with the interictal findings mentioned in the report of the long‐term EEG monitoring. For instance, in the report of Patient 31 it was indicated that there were more left temporal spikes than right temporal spikes. In this case 539 spikes type F7‐T7 and 155 spikes type F4 were detected. In 2 patients, namely, Patient 6 and Patient 18, no interictal epileptiform discharges were noticed in the long‐term EEG, according to the report. In both cases, spikes were detected in the EEG by Persyst P13. In Patient 6, 618 (15.8/h) spikes of type F8‐T4 and 32 (0.8/h) spikes of type F7 were detected; in Patient 18, 251 (6/h) spikes of type T3‐F7 and 16 (0.4/h) spikes of type T4 were detected. In Patient 6 the detected events were not genuine spikes, but cardiac artefacts. In Patient 18, the electrophysiologist confirmed that spike cluster 1 was composed of genuine epileptiform discharges. However, these discharges were detected during ictal epochs, explaining why they were not mentioned in the long‐term monitoring report as interictal epileptiform discharges. Spike cluster 2 in Patient 18 was not a genuine epileptiform discharge. In 2 other patients, namely, Patient 12 and Patient 24, the detected spikes were partly inconsistent with the interictal findings. The visual analysis report indicated in Patient 12 that high‐voltage spike‐wave discharges left frontotemporal over F7 and Fp1were observed, and the software detected more spikes of the type right‐frontotemporal (F8‐T4) compared to left frontotemporal (F7‐T3). In Patient 24, the report mentioned central parietal midline spikes, while the software detected left frontotemporal (F7) and left temporal (T7) spikes.

Distance to the resection {#epi412066-sec-0016}
-------------------------

In Fig. [2](#epi412066-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} the histograms of the distances to the resection are shown for the patients with good and bad outcomes. Despite the fact that only 8 patients with Engel Class II, III, or IV are included in the study, we can see that the distances to the resection are larger than in the patients with Engel Class I outcomes. Within the favorable outcome patients, the statistical test identified spike occurrence and spike timing as a significant factor (p \< 0.05), meaning that the distance to the resection for spike cluster 1 is significantly smaller compared to that of spike cluster 2 and that the distance to the resection is significantly smaller at the peak of the spike compared to at the half‐rising time of the spike (p \< 0.05). We did not find a significant interaction effect between spike occurrence and spike timing for ESI.

![Histogram of the distances to the resection for spike clusters 1 and 2 during the peak and the half‐rising of the spike for good‐outcome patients (Engel class I) and bad‐outcome patients (Engel classes II,III, and IV).](EPI4-2-322-g002){#epi412066-fig-0002}

The distances to the resection in individual patients are depicted in Table [2](#epi412066-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The median distance to resection for patients of Engel Class I for spike cluster 1 was 7 mm and 15 mm at the time of the peak and the half‐rising time of the spike, respectively. For cluster 2 these values increased to 27 and 26, respectively. For patients of Engel Classes II, III and IV, the median distances were 36 mm and 36 mm for cluster 1 and 32 mm and 26 mm for cluster 2, at peak and half‐rising time, respectively.

Outcome measures {#epi412066-sec-0017}
----------------

The outcome measures are depicted in Table [3](#epi412066-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}. The sensitivity to localize the EZ from ESI of spike cluster 1 is 70% at the peak of the spike and drops to 38% when we localize at the half‐rising time. The specificity is 100% at the time of the peak and at the half‐rising time. Spike cluster 2 results in a poor sensitivity. However, considering spike cluster 2 together with spike cluster 1 increased the number of TPs. The second spike cluster was able to localize the EZ in 3 of the 28 patients, namely, in Patients 9, 12, and 21, where spike cluster 1 was not able to localize the EZ. At the peak of the spike, we achieve a sensitivity of 79% when considering the clusters together, while at the half‐rising time the sensitivity was only 46%. At the time of the peak and at half‐rising time, the specificity dropped to 75% and 88%, respectively. We achieve the best results when both spikes are localized at the peak of the spike, namely, sensitivity 79%, specificity 75%, PPV 90%, NPV 55%, and diagnostic OR 11.4.

###### 

The outcome measures to localize the EZ using the described methodology

         Clus 1 peak   Clus 1 half‐rising   Clus 2 peak   Clus 2 half‐rising   Clus 1 + 2 peak   Clus 1 + 2 half‐rising
  ------ ------------- -------------------- ------------- -------------------- ----------------- ------------------------
  TP     16            9                    7             4                    19                11
  FN     7             15                   15            17                   5                 13
  TN     8             8                    6             7                    6                 7
  FP     0             0                    2             1                    2                 1
  Sens   70%           38%                  32%           19%                  79%               46%
  Spec   100%          100%                 75%           88%                  75%               88%
  PPV    100%          100%                 78%           80%                  90%               92%
  NPV    53%           35%                  29%           29%                  55%               35%
  OR     /             /                    1.4           1.6                  11.4              5.9

FN, false negative; FP, false positive; NPV, negative predictive value; OR, odds ratio; PPV, positive predictive value; Sens, sensitivity; Spec, specificity; TN, true negative; TP, true positive.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Statistical testing indicated that ESI of spike cluster 1 at the time of the peak was a predictor of favorable outcome (p = 0.003). The adjusted prognostic OR was 13.63. The factors resection volume, number of detected spikes in spike cluster 1, and hospital at which the presurgical evaluation was performed did not have a significant predictive value. Linear regression analysis showed that the spreading measure was a predictor of the distance to the resection (p = 0.022). The lower the spreading measure, the lower the distance to the resection margin.

Patient examples {#epi412066-sec-0018}
----------------

In this section we present the cases of 2 individual patients: Patient 13 and Patient 15.

### Patient 13 {#epi412066-sec-0019}

In this patient, 4,638 single spikes with phase reversal over F8 and 562 with phase reversal over T4 were detected. The spike and corresponding localization are shown in the top panel of Fig. [3](#epi412066-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The two clusters of detected spikes have similar morphology, although differences can be noticed especially in traces F8‐T4, Fp2‐F4, and T6‐O2. The patient had a selective right amygdalohippocampectomy and has been seizure free since. The resection volume was only 5 cm^3^. The localization of the spikes corresponded with the resection. The distance to the resection for spike cluster 1 was 9 mm and 13 mm when the spike was localized at the peak and the half‐rising phase, respectively. Spike cluster 2 was localized close to the resection when ESI was performed at the time of the peak (*d* = 13 mm), and at the half‐rising phase the distance to the resection was large (*d* = 55 mm).

![Example of the automatic spike detection and subsequent ESI to localize the EZ. Patient 13 had right temporal lobe epilepsy; Patient 15 had a left temporal lesionectomy. The localizations at the time of the peak and at the half‐rising time of the spike are shown. The distance to the resections (*d*) is indicated above the figure.](EPI4-2-322-g003){#epi412066-fig-0003}

### Patient 15 {#epi412066-sec-0020}

In the EEG of Patient 15, 2,781 left frontotemporal spikes (F7‐T3) and 208 contralateral spikes (F8‐T4) were detected. The patient had a small left temporal lesionectomy with a resection volume of 2.6 cm^3^ and has been seizure‐free since. The spike clusters and corresponding localization are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. [3](#epi412066-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. At the peak, spike cluster 1 was localized close to the resection (*d* = 7 mm) and a bit farther away at the half‐rising time (*d* = 15 mm). Spike cluster 2 was localized far from the resection when localized at the peak (*d* = 71 mm) and at the half‐rising time (*d* = 60 mm).

Discussion {#epi412066-sec-0021}
==========

Outcome measures {#epi412066-sec-0022}
----------------

The presented method automatically detects spikes in long‐term EEG recordings and subsequently performs ESI that allows localizing the sources of the spikes. The results of the automated EEG analysis can be used to help identify the EZ with a sensitivity of 70% and a specificity of 100% when only the most frequent spike cluster was taken into account. The sensitivity increased to 79% when both spike cluster 1 and spike cluster 2 were considered, while the specificity dropped to 75%. These outcome measures are higher than earlier findings by Brodbeck et al.,[5](#epi412066-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} who reported a sensitivity of 66% and specificity of 54% when spikes marked in long‐term EEG were used to localize the EZ. This can result from several reasons: the use of more realistic EEG forward model (6 tissues segmented from individual MRI), the higher signal‐to‐noise ratio of the averaged spikes (more spikes are detected by the algorithm than are usually marked by the neurologist), the natural variability in different investigated populations, or the use of a different inverse method.

It has been shown that the sensitivity and specificity increase to 84% and 88%[5](#epi412066-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} or to 88% and 47%[6](#epi412066-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} when high‐density EEG recordings are analyzed. However, not all epilepsy centers have the required high‐density EEG equipment, and long‐term recordings up to several days with high‐density EEG nets are more difficult than with clinical telemetry using glued electrodes. Nevertheless, there is a trend in using an increased number of electrodes, also for video‐EEG monitoring. The use of low temporal electrodes is likely to be critical for ESI accuracy on telemetry recordings. Although our proposed method can be applied to high‐density EEG recordings, future studies are required to quantify the performance of our method in such a setting.

The performance of our method to localize the EZ is in the same range as other noninvasive techniques that are part of the presurgical evaluation protocol.[6](#epi412066-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The sensitivity to localize the EZ for interictal PET ranges between 60% and 100% and for ictal SPECT from 66% to 97%.[16](#epi412066-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#epi412066-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In the study of Brodbeck et al.[5](#epi412066-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} in 152 patients, the sensitivity and specificity of ictal SPECT was 58% and 47%; of interictal PET, 68% and 44%; and of structural MRI, 76% and 53%, respectively. The proposed automated analysis of the EEG is therefore equally informative as other noninvasive imaging methods. Although the sensitivity and specificity of each individual technique are high, we need to keep in mind that during the presurgical evaluation the results of all presurgical evaluation techniques are combined and not used separately. Nevertheless, because in most epilepsy centers, clinical EEG and structural MRI are recorded in the standard protocol in patients, these data are available. Running the proposed automated EEG analysis is an easy way to get more out of the recorded data.

State‐of‐the‐art individual head models with six different tissue classes (scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid \[CSF\], gray matter, white matter, and air) were constructed to perform the ESI. We did model the air cavities/sinuses in the patients because not modeling them could introduce focal localization errors in the frontal and temporal regions.[18](#epi412066-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The skull was modeled as a single isotropic layer and not anisotropic or as 3 layers, because we recently showed that more complex skull modeling approaches did not lead to significant differences in the localization of the irritative zone from clinical EEG data recorded with low spatial sampling.[19](#epi412066-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} We used a skull conductivity of 0.0105 S/m according to Dannhauer et al.,[20](#epi412066-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} who calculated the optimal isotropic conductivity on the basis of the conductivity measurements of the spongy and hard bone of Ahktari et al.[21](#epi412066-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} It must be noted that these conductivity values were measured in dead bone tissue. Hoekema et al.[22](#epi412066-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} performed measurements in living skull fragments during bone flap surgery and showed that the conductivity values ranged from 0.032 S/m to 0.080 S/m and that they vary with age. These values are a factor 3 to 8 times higher than the conductivity values used in our study. Using these higher skull conductivity values would result in the sources being estimated more laterally, less deep in the brain.

A limitation of the study is that the sensitivity and specificity were calculated using the vicinity of the resected zone, inside 10 mm of the resection border. This was chosen because the spatial resolution of ESI is in the centimeter range, and it has been shown that \<64 electrodes cannot be used for sublobar localization.[23](#epi412066-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Brain shift after resective surgery might also introduce a localization error on the postoperative MRI that is represented in the 10‐mm margin. Furthermore, most of the resections were small and located deep inside the brain. In some cases, especially for the patients who had an amygdalohippocampectomy, it is still debated whether activity from these deep regions can be picked up by scalp EEG.[24](#epi412066-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#epi412066-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#epi412066-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Despite this limitation, localizing the spikes in the vicinity (1‐cm range) of the EZ is useful for clinical diagnosis and helps identify the EZ. In Patients 8, 11, 13, 18, 20, 23, and 30 who had a selective amygdalohippocampectomy, the localization of spike cluster 1 was within 1 cm of the resection, which is useful for clinical decision making, and therefore we considered these cases as true positives. In 1 other patient, namely, Patient 15, the localization was 7 mm away from a small lesion seen in the MRI. We considered this patient also a true positive, because ESI was pinpointing the lesion. In all cases where the distance to the resection was higher than 0 mm and lower than 10 mm, the spike cluster was localized inside the same brain lobe where the resection took place. In all true positive cases that had a big resection (larger than 10 cm^3^), the source of cluster 1 spikes was estimated to have fallen within the brain tissue that was ultimately resected. This means that the \<1 cm from the border of the resection criterion was only used in cases that had a small resection and was not needed in the big resection cases.

In our study we assumed in patients with Engel class I outcomes that the epileptogenic region was included in the resection, by definition. However, we can only guess as to the precise volume of the epileptogenic zone. Could a smaller resection have led to seizure freedom? Did the resection induce a change in structural or functional brain connectivity that rendered the patient seizure free? These questions cannot be answered and, therefore, we should be cautious interpreting the epileptogenic focus localization results based on resection volumes. Nevertheless, the localization of sources of epileptic spikes using ESI on high‐density EEG allows formally delineating the irritative zone and is a good, but not absolute, surrogate of the seizure onset zone.[27](#epi412066-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} ESI of interictal spikes can play an important role, and its localization in the resection zone is strongly associated with seizure‐free outcome in several studies.[5](#epi412066-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#epi412066-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Our automated method suggests that this might also be the case with low‐density EEG recordings. Most resections in our study were very small and up‐to‐date, considering that the volume of brain tissue resected as one of the possible determinants of outcome measures in resective epilepsy surgery is consistent with best clinical practice as we see it.

We showed that the automated framework for spike detection and subsequent localization is useful to localize the epileptogenic region. However, the proposed methodology cannot be used to determine the extent of the epileptogenic focus. A promising EEG and MEG source localization technique based on maximum entropy on the mean could help in determining the extent of the EZ, as was shown in simulations[28](#epi412066-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#epi412066-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} and in 5 patients using MEG localization of spikes.[30](#epi412066-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The MEG localization extent corresponded to intracranial EEG recordings in 4 out of the 5 investigated patients.

The proposed method is completely automated and does not require manual intervention except for manually adjusting the electrode positions on the head model. This manual adjustment can be avoided by recording the actual positions of the electrodes during the video‐EEG monitoring. Unfortunately, the measurements were not available in both epilepsy centers. Advantages of the automated analysis are objectivity and reliability. Analyzing the same EEG twice will lead to the same results. A possible disadvantage of the automatic spike detection technique is that spikes can be missed by the software. We suggest using the software in combination with visual analysis of the EEG. If visual analysis confirms the output of the automated method, the results can be considered valuable; if not, the results should be carefully interpreted.

Automated spike detection {#epi412066-sec-0023}
-------------------------

There is a notable difference in the length of the analyzed EEG recordings and the number of detected spikes per hour between Ghent University Hospital and the University Hospital of Geneva. This results from the fact that in Ghent more EEG data per patient are archived on the hospital servers compared to in Geneva. In Geneva the segments are carefully selected to contain a lot of epileptiform activity before they are stored. This led to the difference of number of detected spikes per hour between the hospitals.

The advantage of automatic detection of the interictal discharges from long‐term EEG recordings is that the detected number of a certain spike type can be high. For example, in our study up to 49,553 single spikes were detected in Patient 21. The high number of detections increases the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the spike, which is advantageous to performing subsequent ESI. Furthermore, automated detection of spikes allows ranking the spike clusters based on occurrences of single events. This is important given the fact that the spike cluster with most occurrences has a higher probability to be linked to the EZ.[31](#epi412066-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#epi412066-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} We confirmed this finding by showing that the distance to the resection was significantly smaller for the cluster with the highest spike count compared to that with the second highest one.

Conclusion {#epi412066-sec-0024}
==========

We showed that automated long‐term EEG analysis has a high sensitivity and specificity to localize the epileptogenic zone and therefore deserves a more prominent role during the presurgical evaluation of focal epilepsy.
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**Data S1** EEG source imaging.

**Fig. S1** The electrode configuration used during the long‐term EEG monitoring.

**Fig. S2** Example of automatically detected spikes in 10 patients.

**Fig. S3** Example of automatically generated head model with 6 tissues from the T1‐weighted MRI image of Patient 3 (RTLE, seizure‐free postoperatively).
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Click here for additional data file.
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